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OVERVIEW

Edesix has been providing technology solutions to 
organisations for over ten years and understands 
the importance of having robust procedures and 
policies in place for handling video recordings, 
particularly those made of members of the public.

In this guide we provide an overview of the 
responsibilities organisations have when using 
recording devices and the steps to take to ensure 
your data management is compliant with current 
legislation.

WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW ABOUT DATA PROTECTION?

Whilst body worn video equipment does not fall under the traditional definition of CCTV as closed 
circuit television hardware, many of the same guidelines and protocols apply, particularly in 
instances where sensitive personal data is collected and subsequently handed to the police or any 
other public body as part of an investigation.

Because of this, individuals operating any of the Edesix body worn camera series must ensure that 
their usage complies with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), in order for the footage 
they capture to be usable. The act contains eight “Data Protection Principles”. 

Further detail of the Act is available at:
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/

THESE SPECIFY THAT PERSONAL DATA MUST BE:

Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner.

Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is 
incompatible with those purposes.

Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed.

Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.

Kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for 
which the personal data are processed.

Processed in accordance with the “data subject’s” (the individual’s) rights.

Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data.

Not transferred to any other country without adequate protection in situ.



HOW DO EDESIX WEARABLE CAMERAS HELP ME COMPLY WITH
DATA PROTECTION PRINCIPLES?

Edesix Wearable Camera hardware and VideoManager software are designed from an early 
stage to guarantee security from camera to courtroom.

Edesix Wearable Cameras burn the date, time, device and frame number into every frame of 
footage, allowing for clear indexing.

AES encryption guarantees the identity of the badge and manager, preventing eavesdropping 
from unauthorised individuals.

An Edesix wearable camera cannot be accessed without the correct RSA authentication key, 
which can be uniquely assigned to each badge, shared between several badges, or even 
shared across multiple VideoManagers in one organisation.

VideoManager controls which users can gain access. This means the VideoManager runs as 
a secure service that cannot be directly accessed from the user’s logon.

Additionally, audit logs are recorded for every user action on the system, allowing traceability 
for potential misconduct.

When footage is exported to be burned to DVD, a signature is burned into the exported 
video clip, linking back to the user, date, time and other details about the export.

Every user can have different access control settings, preventing unauthorised access to 
sensitive functions such as footage deletion.

VideoManager automatically implements the customer’s configured data retention and 
deletion policies.

The VideoManager can delay data deletion requests to prevent malicious evidence removal, 
according to configured policy.

WHAT ARE THE DANGERS OF NOT HAVING THESE HIGH 
LEVELS OF SECURITY IN PLACE?

Negligent security in regards to handling data can have many negative 
consequences for an organisation.   Aside from the subsequent lack of trust 
following a data breach, organisations can also be subject to a hefty fine.  

By encrypting data, the impact of the loss of any device which contains sensitive 
information is minimised.

Edesix hugely reduces the risk of data breaches with its encryption policy, 
whereby each and every Edesix Wearable Camera is safeguarded with AES 
encryption.  This makes it near-impossible for the loss or misplacement of an 
Edesix Wearable Camera to result in damaging breaches involving sensitive 
personal data.

AESENCRYPTION



As a member of a public or private organisation you must determine the purpose of your intended surveillance and make 
several other considerations whilst installing Edesix Wearable Cameras.

You should already be aware of how installation of surveillance fits into your organisation’s over-arching goals, and who in your 
organisation will occupy key roles and responsibilities.

Being informed on these issues helps prevent the main causes of data loss or data breaches, whilst also protecting your 
organisation from any legal repercussions should such an event occur.

WHERE CAN I FILM?

You may record footage in public or semi-public places.

Public place: any location where members of the public are free to go.

Semi-public place: private property which gives the public access. E.g. an airport.

As a general principle, in any area in which a person could reasonably be expected to understand that they are 
being monitored by traditional fixed camera CCTV surveillance, it can be taken for granted that filming may occur.

However, location is only one factor. The nature of the activity being performed must be taken into account. For 
example, a person receiving medical treatment in such a location has a legitimate or heightened expectation of 
privacy and therefore may request that they not be filmed.

The behaviour of the person(s) involved is also important. Anybody undertaking criminal actions or acting in a 
seriously anti-social manner in a public or semi-public place has less entitlement to privacy, and as a result can be 
filmed without explicitly giving consent.

In private places, there is generally a much greater expectation of privacy. Therefore you should ask permission 
before you record footage of person(s) in a private setting i.e. their household.

Data deletion policy must be determined and implemented before you begin, ideally automatically.

I AM ABOUT TO START USING AN 
EDESIX BODY WORN CAMERA AS
PART OF MY ORGANISATION.

- WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW?
- HOW DO I PREVENT DATA BREACHES?



EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATION

You need a clearly defined basis for handling sensitive data, in the form of a data controller.
The data controller determines “the purposes for which and the manner in which any personal 
data are, or are to be, processed.” 

The data controller should be a named individual within your organisation.

The purposes and ways of handling data can be determined by several data controllers at once. 
If these data controllers are using the same pool of information for the same purposes, they are 
“joint” data controllers.

If these data controllers are processing independently of each other, they are “data controllers in 
common.” 

ORGANISATION GOALS

Define the specific purposes for the use of images and footage, with respect to specific guidelines. 

For example, you should not record images or footage to monitor staff behaviour or performance 
if the sole declared purpose of your Edesix Wearable Camera is to detect/prevent crime. 

However, if you are using body-worn video primarily for training purposes, you may record such 
footage if the subject is fully notified in advance and consents to it in writing.

EFFECTIVE USE OF DISCLOSURE

You should be aware that once you have disclosed an image to another body, such as the police, 
you are still a data controller for the footage.  

The police are also legally permitted to seize any footage which they have reasonable grounds to 
suspect contains evidence pertaining to an on-going investigation.

Data controllers should not hand over recorded footage to the media, or upload such footage to 
the internet for entertainment.

SECURITY MEASURES

Make sure all firewalls are up to date, that all relevant software is automatically and regularly 
updated with patches, that all information is backed up, and that all system operators have some 
form of anti-spyware installed.

In allowing for regular updates, you help keep your Edesix Wearable Camera even safer from 
potential threats. 



RESPECT FOR PRIVACY

You should not record footage in areas with a “heightened expectation of privacy” without very 
strong justification, and extra efforts to make sure the individuals concerned are aware that they 
are being filmed and consent to it in writing.

EFFECTIVE STORAGE

You should store images in a way that maintains their integrity and security

VideoManager licences, which are required to effectively use any Edesix Wearable camera not 
under our Cloud Service, allows only for log-on access to promote security. Furthermore, every 
user can have different access control settings, preventing unauthorised access to sensitive 
functions such as footage deletion.

An hour of HD footage amounts to roughly 1 gigabyte of storage – calculate how much space you 
could potentially need with regard to how many Edesix Wearable Cameras you are using, and how 
regularly.

Recorded images and footage should be viewed in a restricted area i.e. a secure office. How long 
you retain images should reflect the overall purposes of surveillance. 

FIND OUT MORE:

You can find more information on the latest regulations and guidelines on the following sites:

Surveillance Camera Code of Practice
www.gov.uk/government/publications/surveillance-cameras-code-of-practice

Surveillance Camera Commissioner
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/surveillance-camera-commissioner
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